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CHALLENGE CELEBRATION FINALE 

Since we have been working in isolation for so 

long, we want you all to see what has been 

done.  Please send a submission of one of the 

following to celebrate our recent work:  

 a musical submission from within your 

family bubble (which might include several 

siblings in the orchestras) 

 an individual musical submission 

 a spoken message to your fellow orchestra 

members  

 a photo of a printed message that might be 

important in this time 

 your Challenge 6 submission with a spoken 

message at the end of it 

 permission to use one of the video 

challenges you have already submitted that 

you would love to share with others (rep or 

bonus) 

 some other idea that you have that you 

consider to be appropriate to this time. 

Call the email “Celebration” and send it - no 

later than Monday, May 4 - to either: 

calos.senior@gmail.com or 

calos.concert@gmail.com   

The Finale will air on our YouTube stream on 

Thursday, May 7 at 7 pm. 

 

CALOS CHALLENGES: WEEK 6 

Next week are invited to complete the Regular 

(your choice this time) AND the Bonus 

challenges (one submission for the “Finale” 

above) and send them to the correct challenge 

emails.  On May 7, there will be several 

opportunities to win!! 

Concert and String Submission Email: 

calos.concert@gmail.com 
 

Senior Submission Email: 

calos.senior@gmail.com 
 

Deadline for ALL Submissions: May 4.  

Full details are available: 

https://calosmusic.ca/members/ 

 
CALOS UPDATE CHALLENGE # 5 

This week’s selections for Challenge 5 were, 

“Kopprasch” (Senior Orchestra), and “March to 

the Scaffold” (Concert Orchestra.) 

 

This Week’s Challenge #5 Draw Winners 

Senior Orchestra – Emma Hamilton 

 

Emma (Clarinet) is 17 years old and completing 

grade 12 at St. Bonaventure’s College. She has 

been a member of Calos for 6 years! Outside of 

Calos, Emma is heavily involved with 

Shallaway Youth Choir, as well as her school 

choirs, Wind Ensemble, and Senior Jazz Band. 

She enjoys ensemble performing because 

everyone works together as a team to create 

something amazing. Some of her musical 

accomplishments include achieving the highest 

mark in RCM level 7 clarinet in Atlantic Canada 

(2019), placing 3rd at the Seghizzi International 

Choral competition with Shallaway Youth Choir 

(2019), and being a member of the 2019 Rotary 

Jazz Band. Emma enjoys volunteering at The 

Gathering Place and with Fridays for Future. 

Emma looks forward to studying clarinet at 

MUN's School of Music in the fall. Emma was 

the lucky recipient of a $20 Subway gift card, 

thanks to her Bonus Challenge 5. 
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Concert Orchestra – Josh Warren 

 

Josh (French Horn) is 14 and currently in Grade 

9 at Mount Pearl Senior High. Outside of Calos, 

Josh is involved in air cadets, MPSH’s robotics 

team, and Ultimate Frisbee. He also enjoys 

playing piano, marching with the cadet marching 

band and singing in the St. John’s Barbershop 

Chorus. What he enjoys about orchestra is that 

“it shows how team work is important. Every 

part comes together to make a masterpiece.” 

Josh was the lucky recipient of a $20 

McDonalds gift card for his Week 5 Bonus 

submission.  

 

♫ ♫MUSIC TRIVIA:  Did you know? ♫♫ 

The “March to the Scaffold,” by French 

composer Hector Berlioz (1803-1869), is the 4th 

of five movements in the Symphonie 

Fantastique.  The symphony as a whole tells the 

story, in music, of a troubled young artist and his 

quest for true love (represented musically by a 

melody known as idee fixe, or “fixed idea.”) 

 

 

ON LINE BONUS SAMPLE! 

This week Elizabeth Ormsby’s bonus 

technique challenge # 4 has been added to the 

Calos website. She is playing Beethovan’s 

“Minuet in G” while standing on one foot!  

 

 

Photos and Bios 

Photos and bios are requested for 

everyone.  So please, get them in and not be 

left out of the Facebook, Instagram and 

Twitter Orchestra Introductions over the 

next several weeks. 

 

Quote of the Week 

"Music is a tonal analogue of emotive life."  

  - Suzanne Langer (1953) 

 

Additional Resources 

Mind, Muscle and Music 

"What is it about the human brain and muscular 

systems that permit the musician to produce 

music from an instrument?" There are strong 

similarities between athletes and musicians and 

how they perform.  

 
 

Read the article: 

Mind, Muscle and Music 

 
Dates of Note 

 May 3, 6pm:  Deadline - Challenge 6  

 May 4: Celebration video deadline 

 May 7, 7pm:  Live on YouTube “Calos 

Challenge Celebration” and multiple  

draw for winners of Challenge 6  

 June 2020 (pending): CALOS  – A 

Celebration of Renewal Concert. 

https://calosmusic.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/SPRINGMindMuscleandMusic.pdf

